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Abstract1

Metallic nanowire networks show great potential for use in transparent conductive displays.2

The coupled relationship between the principal materials properties of interest for such appli-3

cations, optical transmittance and sheet resistance, is known to be affected by both nanowire4

dimensions and area coverage. Existing theory to describe the observed interdependence requires5

consideration of both bulk and surface phases.6

Here, we present an analysis of structural variables in these materials confirming that bulk7

considerations do not typically apply. Accordingly, we develop a model using statistical theory8

for random line networks that requires consideration of a surface phase only. The resultant simple9

expression relates sheet resistance and optical transmission of heterogeneous nanowire assemblies10

in terms of nanowire dimensions. Comparison of our model with experimental and simulation11

data from the literature shows excellent agreement. In closing, we provide theoretical insights12

into the observed influence on sheet resistance of poly-disperse nanowire lengths and of structural13

variability.14

Background15

As industrial and societal demand for transparent conducting materials used in displays, solar cells,16

etc., increases, there is a considerable focus on the identification of suitable material systems to replace17

the current material of choice, indium-tin oxide, which is not well suited to flexible displays, and is a18

finite and rapidly depleting resource [1]. Among the candidate systems to replace doped metal oxides19

are metal nanowire networks, an example of which is shown in Figure 1; these consist of sparse random20

arrays of metal nanowires with conductivity and optical transmission determined by the number of21

nanowires deposited per unit area and nanowire dimensions, see e.g. [2, 3].22

The review of Langley et al. [1] provides an excellent overview of experimental and theoretical23

developments in our understanding of the factors affecting optical and electrical properties of silver24
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20 mm

Figure 1: Left: Micrograph of a network of silver nanowires with mean coverage approximately 5 times the perco-
lation threshold. Nanowires shown have mean length of around 20 µm and mean width of around 60 nm. Right:
Graphical representation of a random network of lines each with uniform length 20 µm.

nanowire networks and related systems. Here we focus on the literature describing key behaviours25

since these inform our development of a theoretical model capturing the dependencies of optical and26

electrical properties on nanowire and network variables.27

Mutiso et al. [4] used simulation to investigate the effect of nanowire length and the number of28

nanowires per unit area on sheet resistance,Rs (Ω/�) for nanowires of fixed diameter. Their simulation29

generated planar random networks of inter-penetrating rods and assumed all resistance to occur at30

the junctions between them. Constant values of resistance were assigned to each junction, regardless31

of their area, and Kirchoff’s current laws solved for the resultant network of resistors. The simulations32

showed Rs to decrease with increasing nanowire aspect ratio for a given fractional coverage of the area33

by nanowires. Further, for networks of nanowires with bi-disperse lengths, the sheet resistance was34

dominated by the contribution of longer nanowires. Using realistic values of junction resistance as a35

free-parameter, the simulation results of Mutiso et al. [4] compared favourably to their experimental36

data obtained for networks of nanowires with aspect ratio around 200 to 300. In a subsequent Monte-37

Carlo study, da Rocha et al. [5] generated computational resistance networks from micrographs of38

silver nanowire networks and accounted for the intrinsic resistance of nanowires such that a given39

sheet resistance was obtained with much lower values of junction resistance. The importance of the40

result is that the relative magnitudes of junction resistance and wire resistance have a strong influence41

on strategies to optimise sheet resistance through choice of materials and processing routes.42

De et al. [6] note, as might be expected, that figures of merit (FoMs) coupling sheet resistance with43

optical transmittance often make use of Beer-Lambert dependencies, such that the transmittance, T ,44

of a nanowire film with thickness, t, is given by45

T = e−α t , (1)

where α (m−1) is an absorption coefficient. Khanarian et al. [7] note that in typical regimes of interest,46

the thickness of nanowire films is comparable to the diameters of the constituent nanowires, and thus47

is difficult to measure. They proceeded to show that transmission was well characterised by the48

expression49

T = e−nCext , (2)
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where n is the expected number of nanowires per unit area and Cext is the extinction coefficient at50

normal incidence obtained fromMie theory. A semi-empirical extension of this exponential dependency51

is provided by Large et al. [8]. We note also that Bergin et al. [2], Ahn et al. [9] and Khanarian et al. [7]52

all show a linear decrease of transmittance, T , on the fraction of the network covered by nanowires. In53

the theoretical treatment that follows, we provide a structural basis for these observed dependencies.54

The standard reference structure for heterogeneous fibrous materials is a random fibre network,55

where fibre centres are distributed according to a point Poisson process in two dimensions and the56

orientation of fibre axes has a uniform distribution [10]. Theoretical relationships derived for such57

structures have been used to inform structure-property dependencies for a range of materials including58

paper [11], battery separators [12] and electrospun polymer scaffolds for application in tissue engineer-59

ing [13]. These models allow network structure to be described in terms of fibre geometries, network60

porosity and a dimensionless discrete random variable called coverage, c, which gives the number of61

fibres covering points in the plane of support of the network, i.e. for a given point in the plane, the62

coverage is the number of nanowires with cross-section intersecting a line perpendicular to the plane63

at that point. For the systems considered here, the extended objects of interest are nanowires rather64

than fibres and the same dependencies can be assumed to persist. A graphical representation of a65

sparse random network of lines with uniform length is shown on the right of Figure 1.66

For a random network of nanowires with mean coverage, c̄, the probability that a point has67

coverage, c, is given by the Poisson distribution[14]:68

P (c) =
e−c̄ c̄c

c!
for c = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (3)

If the expected number of nanowires per unit area is n, then for a network of nanowires each with69

length, λ, and width, ω, the total length of nanowires per unit area, τ = nλ and the mean coverage70

is given by [10]71

c̄ = nλω (4)

= τ ω .

For completeness, we note also that c̄ can be calculated as the ratio of the mass per unit area of72

the network to that of the nanowires. Assuming circular cross-section, this latter parameter is given73

by π ω ρ/4, where ρ is the density of the material and ρ = 10.5 g cm−3 for silver.74

In their seminal Monte-Carlo study of percolation and conductivity, Pike and Seager [15] showed75

that the percolation threshold, i.e. the lowest mean coverage at which a conducting path across the76

network exists, is determined only by the aspect ratio of the nanowires, A = λ/ω, such that77

c̄∗ =
k

A
=

k ω

λ
. (5)

From Pike and Seager we have k = 5.71; more recently, Li and coworkers [16, 17] obtained k = 5.64;78

the experimental data of Khanarian et al. [7] yield k = 5.67. We expect the aspect ratio of nanowires79

to be of order 100, so we have the rule-of-thumb that networks may be considered be percolated for80

c̄ greater than about 0.05.81

De et al. [6, 18] propose that the conductance of nanowire networks can be modelled as following82

the behaviours of ‘percolative regime’ for sparse networks and exhibiting ‘bulk-like’ behaviours for83

film thicknesses greater than around 160 nm for their networks of nanowires with diameter 84 nm,84
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this thickness corresponding to an areal density of around 70 mgm−2. From nanowire dimensions, we85

calculate that this corresponds to a mean coverage, c̄ = 0.04, which is consistent with our estimates86

of the percolation threshold.87

De et al. [18] report bulk-like behaviour for networks with areal density 233 mgm−2, which corre-88

sponds to a mean coverage, c̄ = 0.33. Now, all regions of the network with coverage 1 and 2 represent89

network surface only; if we consider nanowires not in the surface to be in the bulk of the network,90

then this can exist only in regions with coverage 3 or more. Indeed, Kallmes and Corte [11] defined91

two-dimensional networks as those where the fraction with coverage greater than 3 was less than 1 %.92

From Equation (3), we can calculate the fraction of the network with coverage greater than 3: for93

a network with c̄ = 0.33, as found to exhibit bulk-like behaviour by De et al. this fraction is less94

than 0.04 %; considering only that part of the network covered by nanowires, it is around 0.1 %. So,95

although the two-regime model proposed by De et al. provides good predictions of network behaviour96

in the range of mean coverages of practical interest, these are not sufficiently high for bulk structural97

characteristics to be significant and hence for there to be a transition between regimes.98

In what follows, we show that established relationships from the literature modelling the structure99

of random fibrous networks can be extended to predict the interdependence of sheet resistance and100

transmittance in nanowire networks without the requirement for a transition between percolative and101

bulk-like behaviours. The treatment accounts for the influence of nanowire dimensions and network102

variables to yield insights into how the resistance-transmittance parameter space can be controlled by103

informed choice of materials.104

Theory105

We model the resistance of a random network of nanowires as a system of parallel resistors, each with106

resistance, rp,i. The resistance, R of a network of nr parallel resistors is given by107

1

R
=

nr
∑

i=1

1

rp,i
. (6)

Let the resistance of a given resistor rp be that of a single path through a network with mean coverage108

at the percolation threshold, c̄∗. In any such path, the number of junctions, nj , will be one fewer than109

the number of constituent nanowires, nw, such that nj ≈ nw for nw ≫ 1. Further, since any single110

path can be modelled as the resistances of junctions and nanowires in series, then the mean resistance111

of a path is proportional to the mean number of nanowires per conducting path, n̄p such that112

r̄p ∝ n̄p (rj + rw) , (7)

where rj and rw are the resistances of junctions and nanowires respectively.113

114

We expect the mean number of nanowires per conducting path to be proportional to the expected115

number of nanowires per unit area required for percolation, n̄∗. From Equations (4) and (5), this is116

given by117

n̄∗ =
c̄∗

λω
=

k

λ2
. (8)

So we have118

r̄p ∝ n̄∗ (rj + rw)
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∝
k

λ2
(rj + rw) . (9)

Further, if the variance of rp is small, then to a first approximation, rp = r̄p, such that Equation (6)119

yields120

R =
r̄p
nr

. (10)

Kallmes and Corte [11] show that for thin networks, i.e. those with mean coverage less than121

about 1, the expected number of junctions per unit area is122

nc =
c̄2

π ω2
(11)

If we assume that the junctions in any of our parallel resistors contribute to the resistance of that path123

only, then the number of parallel resistors in our model is proportional to the number of junctions per124

unit area in the network, i.e. nr ∝ nc. Accordingly, we combine Equations (9), (10) and (11) to yield125

Rs ∝
k π ω2

c̄2 λ2
(rj + rw) (12)

=
K ω2

c̄2 λ2
(13)

=
K

c̄2 A2
,

where K collects all constants and thus should have no dependence on ω, λ or c̄, but should depend126

on the resistances of junctions and the intrinsic resistance of the constituent nanowires, rj and rw127

respectively. Note the introduction of the subscript, ‘s’ such that Equation (13) gives the sheet128

resistance, Rs; this being a consequence of the dependence of the number of junctions per unit area, nc.129

Now, Equation (13) predicts that a plot of
√
Rs against 1/(c̄ λ) will be linear with gradient,

√
K ω.130

Figure 2 shows such a plot for the data of Mutiso et al. [4]. We observe that the data arising from131

simulations for idealised random networks of nanowires with fixed width, ω and constant junction132

resistance form a single group with constant gradient. The steeper gradients of the experimental data133

can be attributed to nanowire diameter, the intrinsic resistance of nanowires, which was assumed zero134

in the simulation, and higher junction resistance than assumed for the simulations. Full regression135

data associated with Figure 2 are provided in Table 1.136

We expect that transmission of light through a nanowire network will depend on the fraction of137

the network covered with nanowires and the extent to which light is refracted at their edges; this138

phenomenon is termed ‘hazing’. From Equation (3), we obtain the fraction of the network that is not139

covered by nanowires as the probability of coverage, c = 0, i.e.140

ǫ = P (0) = e−c̄ . (14)

Further, we note that hazing will occur at the perimeters of these open areas such that T ∝ ǫ. For141

completeness, we note that for full partitioning of a plane by random lines, the total perimeter per unit142

open area can be obtained from the result of Miles [20] as 2 τ , as expected, so the relative contribution143

of hazing to transmission is expected to increase with mean coverage; for the low mean coverages in144

the region of interest for transparent displays, such influences are likely to be negligible, so will not145

be accounted for in our subsequent analysis. In the introduction we noted the observation that T146
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Figure 2: Plot of
√
Rs against 1/(c̄ λ) for the data of Mutiso et al. [4]. Linear regressions passing through the

origin have coefficients of determination greater than 0.95 for each data set, confirming excellent agreement between
these data and Equation (13). For simulated data, generated using constant parameters for all variables other than
nanowire aspect ratio, the gradient is effectively constant. For experimental data, the higher gradient can be
attributed to the different diameters of the constituent nanowires, their finite resistance, and different values of
junction resistance from those used in the simulations

A Gradient r2

(
√

Ω/�µm)
Simulation 50 15.0 0.967

100 15.3 0.981
200 16.3 0.989
400 16.2 0.987
600 15.8 0.988
800 16.1 0.986

Experiment 258 27.7 0.990
275 23.4 0.987

Table 1: Regression data for linearisation of the data for Mutiso et al. [4] as plotted in Figure 2
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λ ω Gradient Intercept r2

(µm) (nm) (
√

Ω/�µm) (
√

Ω/�)
Sorel et al. [3] 4.0 61 4.7 0.31 0.952

3.4 64 2.7 0.53 0.983
4.4 88 7.3 -0.63 0.925
8.7 127 10.5 0.94 0.861

Bergin et al. [2] 25.0 85 39.5 -2.85 0.665
15.0 85 25.6 -1.12 0.931
15.0 41 20.0 0.02 0.893
8.0 44 26.6 -4.17 0.866
3.1 42 17.6 -4.82 0.910
1.5 41 11.9 -7.11 0.974

Table 2: Regression data for linearisation of the data for Sorel et al. [3] and Bergin et al. [2] as plotted in Figures 3
and 4, respectively

decreased linearly with the fraction of the network covered by nanowires [2, 7, 9]; we note that this147

fraction is (1−ǫ), capturing the observed dependency. For completeness, we note the recent analysis of148

Menamparambath et al. [21], who relate hazing for nanowires of different dimensions to the extinction149

coefficient and report haze values typically less than 2 %.150

Recall that the mean coverage c̄ = τ ω, where τ = nλ is the total nanowire length per unit area.151

Accordingly, for a nanowire network with given mass per unit area, Equation (14) predicts that T152

is independent of nanowire length, but depends on their width, consistent with the observations of153

Sorel et al. [3] and Bergin et al. [2] respectively.154

We proceed then on the assumption that T ≈ ǫ = e−c̄ such that c̄ = log(1/T ) and Equation (13)155

becomes156

Rs =
K ω2

log2(1/T )λ2
. (15)

For experimental data recovered from the literature, we find that plots of
√
Rs against 1/(log(1/T )λ)157

always exhibit a non-zero intercept on the ordinate. We interpret this as either a systematic calibra-158

tion error in the measurement of T or as a contribution of a backing substrate to light absorption.159

Figure 3 shows a least-squares fit of Equation (15) to the data of Sorel et al. [3], for nanowires of160

different widths; here Equation (15) was modified such that T → (T − β), and β and K are therefore161

the free parameters for fitting. The inset figures show the predicted linear relationship between
√
Rs162

and 1/ (log(1/T )λ). Figure 4 shows this modified form of Equation (15) fitted to the data of Bergin et163

al. [2] for networks of nanowires with differing length and width. Regression data for the linear rela-164

tionships shown in the inset plots in Figures 3 and 4 are provided in Table 2. Recall that we expect165

the gradient of our linearised plot to be proportional to the nanowire diameter, ω; this dependence is166

essentially captured in the regression on the data of Sorel et al. [3], as reported in Table 2.167

Polydisperse nanowire lengths168

Khanarian et al. [7] and Large et al. [8] report that the lengths of nanowires are well described by169

lognormal distributions. For nanowires from different suppliers, Khanarian et al. report coefficients170

of variation of nanowire length between 0.046 and 1. Large et al. used ultrasonication to reduce the171
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length of nanowires and found a plot of standard deviation of nanowire length against the mean passed172

through the origin with gradient 0.5, suggesting that ultrasonication reduces nanowire length whilst173

preserving an effectively constant coefficient of variation, CV (λ) ≈ 0.5 for their process. Further,174

they show that using the length-weighted nanowire length computed from their data as λ̄w = λ2/λ̄175

in their figure of merit accounts for the effect of nanowire length distribution well. We note that the176

lognormal distribution arises as a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem for stochastic attrition177

processes, and thus might be expected to characterise nanowire breakage due to, e.g. ultrasonication.178

In the Supplementary Information, we show that for a lognormal distribution of nanowire lengths179

with coefficient of variation CV (λ), the length-weighted average length λ̄w =
(

1 + CV 2(λ)
)

λ̄. Thus,180

for CV (λ) ≈ 0.5 we have λ̄w ≈ 1.25 λ̄. Noting that Equation (13) gives Rs ∝ 1/λ2 for a network of181

nanowires with uniform length, it follows that for a lognormal distribution of lengths182

Rs ∝
1

λ̄2
w

∝
1

(1 + CV 2(λ))
2
λ̄2

.

By definition CV (λ) ≥ 0, so we may state that the sheet resistance of a network of nanowires with a183

lognormal distribution of lengths is less than that of a network of nanowires with uniform length by184

a factor 1/
(

1 + CV 2(λ)
)2
. For completeness, we note that for CV (λ) = 0.5, as observed by Large et185

al. [8], this factor is about 0.6. The result is consistent with the observation of Mutiso et al. [4] that186

the resistance of networks with bi-disperse lengths was dominated by the contribution of the longer187

nanowires.188

Network uniformity189

As is evident on first inspection of Figure 1, an inherent property of stochastic processes is that they190

exhibit non-uniformity. Accordingly, we expect non-uniformity in the structure of nanowire networks191

to manifest itself in non-uniformity of transport and optical properties. Indeed, Khanarian et al.192

observed significant spatial variability in their measurements of sheet resistance, Rs and reported that193

this variability increased as mean coverage decreased towards the percolation threshold [7]. Whilst194

not discussed, the same phenomenon can be observed in the error bars on the sheet resistance data of195

Bergin et al. [2]; these reveal also smaller variance of sheet resistance for networks of shorter nanowires.196

We shall discuss these phenomena in detail elsewhere; for now we note that a natural extension of197

Equation (13) is that spatial variability of Rs will depend on the local averages of coverage, c. Further,198

for a point Poisson process of coverage as considered here, the coefficient of variation of coverage is199

CV (c) = 1/
√
c̄, so increases as mean coverage decreases, this being consistent with the observed200

dependence of variability of sheet resistance on mean coverage.201

Conclusions202

We have presented a theoretical model for the effect of nanowire dimensions and coverage on the203

coupled relationship between sheet resistance and transmission in conductive nanowire networks. Our204

model uses statistical theory to parametrise the resistance of parallel resistors and assumes the trans-205

mission of light through the network to be proportional to its fractional open area. On this basis, we206
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predict that sheet resistance is proportional to the square of nanowire diameter and inversely propor-207

tional to the square of nanowire length and network coverage. Although current flow in a nanowire208

assembly is considerably more complex than that assumed for modelling purposes, comparison of our209

model with families of data from the literature arising from simulations and from experiment yields210

excellent agreement. Using the example of the often-observed lognormal distribution for nanowire211

lengths, we have provided also a theoretical basis for the observation that the sheet resistance of net-212

works of nanowires with a distribution of lengths is dominated by the contribution of longer nanowires.213

We show also that the known theoretical dependence of network uniformity on mean coverage, coupled214

with our theory, provides qualitative agreement with the observed influence of mean coverage on the215

variability of sheet resistance.216
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Supplementary Information255

Length-weighted nanowire length distribution256

A lognormal distribution of nanowire lengths, λ has probability density given by257

f(λ) =
1

√
2π λ s

e−
(m−log(λ))2

2 s2 (16)

with mean λ̄ = em+ s
2

2 and variance, σ2(λ) =
(

es
2

− 1
)

e2m+s2 . It follows that the coefficient of258

variation of λ is259

CV (λ) =
σ(λ)

λ̄
=

√

es2 − 1 . (17)

The length-weighted distribution of nanowire length is260

g(λ) =
λ f(λ) dλ

∫

∞

0
λ f(λ) dλ

=
1

√
2π s

e−m+ s
2

2 +
(m−log(λ))2

2 s2 (18)

and has mean261

λ̄w =

∫

∞

0

λ g(λ) dλ

= em+ 3
2 s2

=
(

1 + CV 2(λ)
)

λ̄ . (19)
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